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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished lower yesterday, weighed down by losses in energy and mining sector 

stocks. Ted Baker tanked 40.0%, after the fashion retailer swung to a pretax loss in the first 

half of 2019 and issued a profit warning for the full year. Centamin plunged 9.9%, after it 

forecasted annual gold production to be at the lower end of its previous guidance and 

announced the departure of its Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Andrew Pardey. 3i 

Infrastructure declined 4.4%, after announcing its plans to place up to 81.0 million shares to 

raise funds to repay its debt. On the flipside, CMC Markets advanced 7.7%, after it forecasted 

a rise in its full year revenue and earnings. Imperial Brands rose 0.6%. The tobacco company 

announced the resignation of its CEO, Alison Cooper. The FTSE 100 declined 0.6%, to close 

at 7,077.6, while the FTSE 250 fell 0.7%, to end at 19,348.2. 

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed higher yesterday, as signs of slowing US economy raised hopes that the 

Federal Reserve might cut interest rates later this month. PepsiCo gained 3.0%, following 

higher than expected revenue and earnings in the third quarter. Bed Bath & Beyond added 

2.7%, after its second quarter adjusted profit surpassed market expectations. Alphabet rose 

1.0%, after a top broker raised its target price on the stock to $1,600.0 from $1,475.0. On the 

contrary, GoPro plunged 19.0%, after the company lowered its annual revenue and profit 

guidance. Constellation Brands declined 6.1%, after the company swung to a net loss in the 

second quarter. Kroger fell 1.8%, following reports that the company is planning to cut 

several jobs at its store operating unit. The S&P 500 gained 0.8%, to settle at 2,910.6. The 

DJIA rose 0.5%, to settle at 26,201.0, while the NASDAQ added 1.1%, to close at 7,872.3.  

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished mostly lower yesterday, led by losses in banking and automobile 

sector stocks. Automakers, Volkswagen, BMW and Renault declined 0.1%, 0.4% and 0.9%, 

respectively. Julius Baer Group dropped 1.3%, after the Swiss lender revealed its plan to 

downsize top management from 15 to 9 members, as a part of its revamping exercise. On the 

flipside, Hennes & Mauritz advanced 3.9%, following a jump in its sales and pretax profit for 

the third quarter. Sika added 1.9%, after the company announced its plans to boost sales and 

operating margin annually through 2023 through acquisitions and other measures. Novartis 

rose 0.6%, following a collaboration agreement with Microsoft, up 1.2%, to develop artificial 

intelligence technology. The FTSEurofirst 300 index marginally slipped to settle at 1,483.6, 

while the French CAC-40 added 0.3%, to close at 5,438.8. On Wednesday, the German DAX 

Xetra fell 2.8% to settle the session at 11,925.3.  

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading lower this morning. In Japan, Nippon Sheet Glass, Advantest and 

JGC Holdings have declined 1.9%, 2.1% and 2.8%, respectively. Meanwhile, Takara 

Holdings, Toho and Z Holdings have risen 1.9%, 2.0% and 2.9%, respectively. In Hong Kong, 

Power Assets Holdings, Sands China and Galaxy Entertainment Group have dropped 1.4%, 

1.9% and 2.0%, respectively. Meanwhile, Sino Biopharmaceutical, Link REIT and Country 

Garden Holdings have added 0.8%, 1.0% and 3.0%, respectively. In South Korea, 

Netmarble, Lotte Shopping and E-MART have slipped 2.4%, 2.8% and 3.1%, respectively. 

Meanwhile, SK Innovation, Amorepacific and S-Oil have gained 1.5%, 1.7% and 2.3%, 

respectively. The Nikkei 225 index is trading 0.1% lower at 21,322.0. The Hang Seng index is 

trading 0.7% down at 25,935.9, while the Kospi index is trading 0.1% lower at 2,030.5. 
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

Firestone Diamonds Plc Final USD (0.02)                        61.73                                        

JPMorgan Mid Cap Investment Trust Plc Final GBP - -

Quadrise Fuels International Plc Final GBP - -

Global Resources Investment Trust Plc Q2 GBP - -

Baskerville Capital Plc Final GBP - -

Gunsynd Plc Final GBP - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Brent crude oil one month futures contract is trading 0.36% or $0.21 higher at $57.92 per barrel, ahead of the 

weekly US oil rig count data by Baker Hughes, scheduled to be released later today. Yesterday, the contract climbed 0.03% or $0.02, 

to settle at $57.71 per barrel. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 0.54% or $8.20 higher at $1515.30 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract climbed 

0.41% or $6.10, to settle at $1507.10 per ounce, as weakness in the US Dollar attracted investors towards the safe-haven 

commodity. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, BTC is trading 0.45% lower against the 

USD at $8124.54. Yesterday, BTC declined 0.9% against 

the USD to close at $8161.33. In major news, 

cryptocurrency custodian, BitGo announced that it has 

launched staking service, BitGo Staking, that supports 

Dash and Algorand, allowing its clients to stake the two 

tokens and earn passive annual income in the range of 7-

13%. In another development, blockchain analysis firm, 

Chainalysis, has introduced ten ERC-20 tokens to 

expanding the reach of its anti-money laundering tracking 

service. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, the EUR is trading 0.11% higher against the USD at $1.0977. Investors await the US non-farm payrolls and 

unemployment rate data, both for September, along with the trade balance data for August, scheduled later today. Yesterday, the 

EUR strengthened 0.05% versus the USD, to close at $1.0965, after the Euro-zone annual retail sales advanced more than 

expected in August. Meanwhile, the German services PMI dropped more than expected in September. In other economic news, the 

US services sector activity fell to a 3-year low in September, while initial jobless claims unexpectedly rose in the last week. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, the GBP is trading 0.12% higher against the USD at $1.2347. Yesterday, the GBP strengthened 0.24% versus 

the USD, to close at $1.2332. On the data front, the UK services PMI fell to a 6-month low in September. 
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you. 

Partners  

with 

Can Currencyflo cut your cost? Call 020 3963 4960 or for more information www.currencyflo.com  

Corporate Open Account Private Open Account 

Click here to open an account 
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

UK services PMI dropped in September 

In the UK, the services PMI in dropped to a level of 49.50 in September, compared to a level of 50.60 in the prior month. Markets were 

anticipating the services PMI to drop to a reading of 50.30. 

Euro-zone retail sales advanced more than expected in August 

In the Euro-zone, the seasonally adjusted retail sales recorded a rise of 2.10% on a YoY basis in August, compared to a jump of 2.20% in 

the previous month. Market expectation was for retail sales to rise 1.90%. 

German services PMI fell in September 

In Germany, the final services PMI recorded a drop to a level of 51.40 in September, lower than market expectations of a fall  to 52.50. In the 

previous month, services PMI had registered a level of 54.80. 

US initial jobless claims unexpectedly rose in the last week 

In the US, the seasonally adjusted initial jobless claims climbed unexpectedly to a level of 219.00 K in the week ended 27 September 2019, 

compared to a revised to a level of 215.00 K in the prior week. Markets were expecting initial jobless claims to remain unchanged. 

US ISM non-manufacturing PMI dropped in September 

In the US, the ISM non-manufacturing PMI dropped to a level of 52.60 in September, compared to market expectations of a fall to a level of 

55.00. In the prior month, the non-manufacturing PMI had registered to a level of 56.40. 

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Beverages 25957.55 425.01 1.7% -8.8% 17.2%

Food Producers 7092.06 61.79 0.9% -4.4% -0.8%

Electricity 7152.31 33.71 0.5% 4.1% 1.8%

Pharmaceuticals & Biotechnology 16512.60 54.41 0.3% -5.2% 10.7%

Industrial Transportation 2243.66 2.94 0.1% -4.7% -22.7%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Oil Equipment & Services 7762.04 -313.09 -3.9% -4.1% -51.4%

Industrial Metals 3903.71 -144.83 -3.6% -16.4% -26.7%

Tobacco 30577.25 -892.56 -2.8% -6.4% -24.2%

Forestry & Paper 17010.08 -399.64 -2.3% -5.4% -27.8%

General Industrials 5492.28 -122.77 -2.2% -6.4% -18.0%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Legal threat to KPMG over Anatolie 

Stati’s Kazakhstan dispute: KPMG faces 

potential legal action from a tycoon who 

runs one of the largest oil companies in 

Moldova after it said 18 historical audit 

reports for companies set up to carry out 

exploration in Kazakhstan could not be 

relied upon. 

No blank cheque for green energy plans, 

warns Ofgem: The energy regulator has 

warned companies it will not write “blank 

cheques” for green projects despite the 

need to boost decarbonisation to meet 

Britain’s climate targets. 

Netflix earns £1.1 billion in U.K. but gets 

£50,000 tax rebate: Netflix received a 

corporation tax credit of €57,656 (£51,204) 

from the British taxman last year despite 

generating hundreds of millions of pounds 

in revenue from U.K. customers. 

Johnson Matthey: battery power is 

catalyst for change: Slowly but surely, 

Johnson Matthey is turning itself into a 

business entirely built around sustainability. 

Known for its catalytic converters, which 

remove harmful emissions such as carbon 

dioxide from car exhaust gases, it has been 

making big strides in a world of 

environmentally viable products, most 

importantly developing a game-changing 

cathode for the batteries of electric 

vehicles. 

Uber takes off with JFK helicopter: Well-

heeled New Yorkers can now skip the traffic 

jams that plague the city’s largest airport 

and use their Uber app to book a helicopter 

trip to JFK. 

Danny Truell, ex-Wellcome Trust banker, 

dies at 55: A star fund manager who 

helped to propel Britain’s biggest charity 

into a science-funding powerhouse, 

bankrolling more than £1 billion of research 

a year, has died aged 55. 

Hamburger chain feels the heat again 

after rescue: Two years after it was 

rescued from administration, the Handmade 

Burger Co appears to be finding life tough 

again. Its branch in Manchester abruptly 

closed its doors, while records at 

Companies House show that the 2018 

accounts for The Burger Chain, which 

bought 20 of its 29 outlets out of 

administration, are overdue. 

Constellation Brands goes to pot over 

cannabis writedown: The American 

distributor of Corona and Modelo beers has 

scratched nearly $840 million off the value 

of its investment in Canada’s largest 

marijuana grower. 

Spain gives its tourism industry €300 

million after Thomas Cook failure: Spain 

announced measures worth €300 million to 

prop up its tourism industry after the 

collapse of Thomas Cook. 

The Independent 

Drug firms colluded to raise price of 

essential NHS medicine by 1,800%, 

watchdog finds: Collusion by three 

pharmaceutical firms has resulted in eye-

watering price rises for a life-saving drug 

purchased by the National Health Service, 

according to provisional findings by the 

competition watchdog. 

U.S. places tariffs on $7.5 billion of EU 

goods over illegal Airbus subsidies: The 

Trump administration has 

slapped 25% tariffs on French wine, Italian 

cheese and single-malt Scotch whisky. 

Financial Times 

Linde invests in U.K. hydrogen machine 

manufacturer: Industrial gas and 

engineering group Linde has taken a stake 

in a small British business that makes 

machines to produce hydrogen, in the latest 

sign of companies preparing for a potential 

boom in “clean” gas. 

To Read More Click Here 

Centamin Chief to depart after difficult 

year for gold miner: Centamin said its 

Chief Executive Andrew Pardey would 

leave the gold miner following a year of 

operational challenges, prompting its 

shares to tumble 12%. 

To Read More Click Here 

De Beers diamond sales slide as market 

weakness persists: De Beers diamond 

sales plunged 39% at is most recent sales 

event, confirming a deepening slowdown in 

the industry. 

To Read More Click Here 

Former Goldman Sachs vice-chair joins 

Ken Griffin’s Citadel fund: Pablo Salame, 

a former Goldman Sachs vice-chairman 

and co-head of securities, will join Citadel, 

the $32 billion hedge fund run by Chicago 

billionaire Ken Griffin, as its head of global 

credit. 

To Read More Click Here 

PayPal on the verge of quitting 

Facebook’s Libra project: PayPal is on 

the verge of quitting Facebook’s Libra 

project after having pulled out of a key 

meeting in Washington. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lazard axes 7% of jobs from asset 

management unit: Lazard Asset 

Management, the New York-based fund 

house with assets of $214 billion, has axed 

more than 60 staff as it withdraws from a 

range of subscale funds that have failed to 

win investor support. 

To Read More Click Here 

Tokio Marine agrees to buy U.S. insurer 

Pure Group for $3.1 billion: Tokio Marine 

has agreed to buy U.S. insurance group 

Pure Group for $3.1 billion, the latest move 

in its multiyear push into the world’s largest 

insurance market. 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Daily Telegraph (Questor share tips): “Sell” Woodford Patient Capital; “Buy” Syncona; “Hold” Phoenix Spree Deutschland. 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): “Buy” Johnson Matthey; “Hold” Kainos. 

• Financial Times: SoftBank’s Vision Fund is set to plough more money into Greensill Capital, the controversial U.K. finance company. 

• Financial Times: Tokio Marine has agreed to buy U.S. insurance group Pure Group for $3.1 billion. 

Click here to open an account 
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To Read More Click Here 

Short sellers pile into WeWork debt: 

Investors have placed a record level of bets 

against WeWork’s bonds since the 

lossmaking property group abandoned its 

initial public offering and its credit rating 

was slashed deep into junk territory. 

To Read More Click Here 

Spread betting group CMC forecasts rise 

in annual profits: CMC Markets expects 

profits to rise this year, as the spread 

betting group stabilises after regulatory 

changes and quiet market conditions 

rocked its business. 

To Read More Click Here 

WeWork rival seeks to double growth: 

WeWork’s largest rival wants to double its 

growth rate even as the U.S.-based shared 

office provider grapples with the aftermath 

of a failed IPO process and a potential cash 

crunch. 

To Read More Click Here 

Vision Fund increases backing for 

Greensill Capital: SoftBank’s Vision Fund 

is set to plough more money into Greensill 

Capital, the controversial U.K. finance 

company that counts former British prime 

minister David Cameron as an adviser, 

people close to the talks said. 

To Read More Click Here 

ETrade joins rivals in eliminating trading 

commissions: Online brokerage ETrade 

has eliminated trading commissions, 

escalating a pricing war sparked this week 

by similar moves from rivals Charles 

Schwab and TD Ameritrade. 

To Read More Click Here 

Brokers BGC and GFI hit with $25 

million regulatory fine: Two interdealer 

broking groups have paid $25 million in 

penalties to U.S. regulators to settle 

charges of fraud in the foreign exchange 

options market as global authorities 

continue to crackdown on errant trading 

practices in the world’s biggest market. 

To Read More Click Here 

Troubled care home operator fails to pay 

landlords: Four Seasons, Britain’s second 

biggest care home operator, failed to pay 

millions of pounds of rent this month with no 

warning to landlords, raising concerns over 

the care of thousands of elderly residents. 

To Read More Click Here 

Chief of Russia’s EN+ hails ‘free PR’ of 

U.S. sanctions: The Chief Executive of 

EN+ said the Russian energy-to-aluminium 

group had become stronger thanks to U.S. 

sanctions, dismissing the measures as “free 

PR”. 

To Read More Click Here 

DLA partner alleges sexual assault from 

senior colleague:  A junior partner 

at DLA Piper has accused one of the firm’s 

senior lawyers of sexual assault, battery 

and harassment in an open letter that also 

called for her to be allowed to sue the 

company. 

To Read More Click Here 

Banksy’s chimps in the Commons sells 

for record £8.5 million: A Banksy painting 

of chimpanzees presiding over the House 

of Commons has shattered auction records 

for the anonymous street artist, going under 

the hammer at Sotheby’s for £8.5 million, 

excluding fees. 

To Read More Click Here 

Constellation shares lose fizz as pot bet 

drags on results: Constellation Brands 

boosted its full-year outlook but investors 

soured on the stock after the beer maker’s 

results were weighed down by its 

investment in pot company Canopy Growth. 

To Read More Click Here 

Pepsi price rises offset ad spending 

splurge: Consumers are stumping up more 

for fizzy drinks and snacks without balking 

at higher prices, PepsiCo said, as the U.S.-

based group issued a more bullish annual 

sales forecast. 

To Read More Click Here 

Imperial Brands Chief to step down after 

revenue forecast cut: The Chief Executive 

of Imperial Brands has announced she will 

step down, a week after the tobacco 

company cut its revenue forecast. 

To Read More Click Here 

Ted Baker shares plunge after ‘brutal’ 

trading: Shares in Ted Baker dived by 

more than a third after the British fashion 

retailer suffered “brutal” trading that led to a 

loss in the first half and prompted its third 

profit warning of the year. 

To Read More Click Here 

H&M profits jump by a quarter on strong 

summer sales: Strong summer sales 

helped Hennes & Mauritz’s profits jump 

25% in the third quarter in an upbeat set of 

results that showed its recovery is well 

under way. 

To Read More Click Here 

Topsports IPO raises $1 billion in HK 

despite unrest: Topsports International, 

China’s biggest sportswear group, has 

become the latest company to raise more 

than $1 billion in an initial public offering in 

Hong Kong despite the territory’s long 

summer of political unrest. 

To Read More Click Here 

HP to cut up to 9,000 jobs in bid to 

reduce costs: HP plans to cut as many as 

9,000 jobs as part of broader plans at the 

computer and printer maker to reduce costs 

and simplify its business. 

To Read More Click Here 

Snap tumbles after Facebook launches 

new Instagram offshoot app: Shares in 

the owner of Snapchat tumbled more than 

7% to their lowest in nearly four months 

after rival social media group Facebook 

said it was launching a new camera-

focused messaging app under its Instagram 

banner. 

To Read More Click Here 

EU’s top court backs removal of illegal 

content on Facebook: Europe’s top court 

has ruled that individual countries can force 

Facebook to take down illegal content, 

including hate speech, both inside the EU 

and across the world. 

To Read More Click Here 

Uber launches app pairing temp workers 

and businesses: Uber is launching a new 

app in Chicago that will match temporary 

workers looking for shift work with 

businesses looking to fill gaps in their 

rosters, according to three people familiar 

with the matter. 

To Read More Click Here 

Reddit revamps ad strategy to woo big 

brands: Steve Huffman, Chief Executive of 

Click here to open an account 
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online chat platform Reddit, is now a self-

confessed “Supreme Court nerd”. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lex:  

Constellation/Canopy: herbal strife: 

Brewer laid low by cannabis business. 

To Read More Click Here 

IWG/IHG/WeWork: office odyssey: The 

main driver of IWG’s revaluation is a shift to 

a franchising model. 

To Read More Click Here 

ECB/Allianz: Bayern for blood: Public 

attacks damage the credibility of bank’s 

pronouncements. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

Imperial Brands needs some change for 

the better: There are two types of 

“Directorate Change” announcement — as 

Tesco, Standard Life Aberdeen, Metro 

Bank and, now, Imperial Brands have 

demonstrated. 

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

No profits for Metro Bank until 2021, 

analysts warn: Metro Bank's crucial £350 
million fundraising “comes at a price” as 

it means the troubled lender is unlikely to 

return to profit until 2021, City analysts 

have warned.  

Taxpayer facing extra £60 million bill for 

Thomas Cook redundancies: Thomas 

Cook’s collapse is expected to cost the 

taxpayer an extra £60 million in unpaid 

wages, holiday pay and redundancy fees. 

Facebook criticises ECJ ruling on taking 

down illegal content: Facebook can be 

forced to remove hateful content worldwide 

by national courts in the European Union, 

EU judges ruled. 

Furniture chain founded by David 

Cameron's mother-in-law warns of Brexit 

uncertainty: A high-end furniture seller co-

founded by David Cameron’s mother-in-law 

has warned its earnings could be hit by 

Brexit as losses widened.  

Market report: Diageo sees off new U.S. 

whisky tariff: Investors raised a glass to 

Diageo, with the drinks giant looking set to 

weather the impact from the United States’ 

new tariffs against European goods. 

Daily Mail 

Now Woodford has raked in more than 

£8 million in fees from investors trapped 

in his toxic fund: Savers have been 

denied access to cash held in the Woodford 

Equity Income fund for more than four 

months as the fund manager's once mighty 

investment empire is engulfed in crisis. 

More than 220 jobs at risk as Ineos eyes 

closure at Teeside chemicals plant: The 

chemicals company said not all the jobs will 

be lost if it decides to close the Seal Sands 

plant on Teesside because of other 

activities at the site which Ineos has owned 

for over a decade. 

Three drug firms 'illegally restricted the 

supply of life-saving treatment for 

Addison's disease patients and hiking 

the price of medications to the NHS by 

1,800%': The Competition and Markets 

Authority (CMA) said it believes South 

African pharmaceutical firm Aspen paid 

rivals to stay out of the market for Addison's 

disease tablets to ram up profits. 

The Scottish Herald 

Lanarkshire-based Optical Express 

highlights Brexit risk: The Optical 

Express eyecare business developed by 

entrepreneur David Moulsdale has posted a 

144% increase in annual profits after 

growing sales amid challenging market 

conditions but noted that Brexit poses a risk 

to its success. 

Cairn Energy cools on Irish prospect: 

Cairn Energy is withdrawing from a licence 

off Ireland where its hopes of making a big 

find have not been realised. 

Law Awards take place in landmark year 

for Scottish legal sector: Solicitors, 

advocates, law firms and legal 

organisations are being urged to get their 

entries in for The Herald Law Awards of 

Scotland for 2019. 

The Scotsman 

Huge transformers complete 80-mile 

Scottish journey at 10mph: Drax Group 

has successfully transported two 115-tonne 

transformers 80 miles across Scotland to 

the Cruachan power station in Agyll and 

Bute. 

£3 million Moray peat kiln sees malt 

supplier win ‘unprecedented’ whisky 

deal: Crisp Malt has secured an 

“unprecedented” five-year deal with a new 

Edinburgh distillery on the back of a multi-

million-pound investment in its Moray 

facility. 

£30 million boost for Scots 

entrepreneurs from British Business 

Bank loans scheme: A U.K. government-

backed finance scheme has lent more than 

£30 million to small businesses in Scotland 

since it was launched in 2012, new figures 

show. 

Scottish life sciences set for global 

boost from EICC and BioQuarter tie-up: 

The Edinburgh International Conference 

Centre (EICC) is partnering with bioscience 

community Edinburgh BioQuarter to raise 

the global profile of the Scottish life 

sciences sector. 

Record haul as Scrabster harbour 

embarks on redevelopment: Scrabster 

harbour in Caithness has reported record 

revenues and profits for the fifth 

consecutive year. 

Single malt Scotch whisky hit by 25% 

tariff by U.S. under Donald Trump move: 

Single malt whisky exported from Scotland 

to the United States is set to be hit by a 

25% tariff in a fortnight's time. 

Perth-based Stagecoach confirms court 

action as buses motor ahead: Scottish 

transport giant Stagecoach has confirmed it 

will take the Department for Transport to 

court early next year over the U.K. 

government's decision to ban the firm from 

bidding for three rail contracts.  
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CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 
All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 76% of retail 
investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread bets 
and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit.  
 
Shares Risk Warning  
The value of stocks and shares, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
  
If you are unsure about dealing in shares and other equity investments, you should contact your financial adviser as these types of investments 
may not be suitable for everyone. 
  
Disclaimer 
Any research has been produced by an independent third party provider. Further details can be provided on request.  
Any report has been prepared using information available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at the date of this report. However, 
Guardian Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This 
report should therefore not be relied on as accurate or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. Guardian 
Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider have no obligation to modify or update this report in the event that any information on this 
report becomes inaccurate. 
  
Any report is prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to buy or to sell. The background of any individual or other 
investor has not been considered in providing this report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent financial advice which considers their 
specific risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions. Individuals and other investors should note that investing in shares 
carries a degree of risk and the value of investments can go up or down. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments 
should be made with regard to an investor’s total portfolio. Guardian Stockbrokers, its independent third party provider and its employees make no 
representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this report, and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss.  
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